TEAM ROOF
Safety: Full PPE should be worn when working with ladders.

FF A and FF B grab the 35ft extension and the 20ft roof ladder from the ladder storage rack on the Truck.
FF A grasps the rungs of both the 20ft and 35ft ladder and pulls the ladders forward until the 2nd & 3rd
rung are pulled from the bed.
FF A places their arm through the 2nd & 3rd rungs on the fly side of the ladder, reaching through and
grabbing the lower beam of both the 35ft & 20ft ladder. Lifting slightly up on the beam will keep the
ladder from binding on the ladder rack. FF A begins walking.
FF B waits for the ladder to play out and reaches through the space between the 2nd & 3rd rung nearest
the tip of the 2 ladders, grabbing the lower beam as FF A did. Now, both firefighters walk carrying the
ladders to the building.
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As FF A and FF B approach the area where they will be raising the ladders they coordinate the dropping
of the 20ft roof ladder. FF A states “prepare to drop the roof ladder, 1-2-3-DROP.” Both FF’s now let
their grip go of the 20ft roof ladder.

FF A and FF B will now raise the 35ft extension ladder. See 35ft extension ladder raise.

After raising the 35ft ladder and securing the halyard, FF A & FF B don their face pieces and go on air.

FF C gathers the saw and a 6ft pike pole and carries them to the rear of the truck.
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FF C, while holding the other tools gathered, grabs the other 20ft roof ladder, shouldering the ladder at
the midway point and walking towards the building.

After reaching their destination, FF C places the saw and the pike pole on the ground, raises the 20ft
roof ladder and hands it off to FF A and FF B. See roof ladder section.

FF C can either raise the roof ladders by butting them against the building or by butting them against the
bottom of the ground ladder.
Safety: When placing the butt of the roof ladder against the ground ladder, be careful not to move the
position of the ground ladder. Too forceful of a push can cause the ground ladder to tip.
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FF A now climbs the ground ladder and places the roof ladder on the roof. See roof ladder placement.

FF B now grabs the second roof ladder and carries it up to FF A. The 2nd roof ladder is carried up by FF A
who then goes to the ridge and places the ladder on the opposite side of the ground ladder.

FF A climbs the first roof ladder with the second roof ladder and places it on the opposite side of the
ground ladder. FF A will then work from that ladder.
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FF B mounts the first roof ladder and takes the saw from FF C.

FF C dons face piece after they raise second ladder. FF C will carry the saw up the ladder by the handle
that allows the saw to ride up the underside of the ground ladder beam.
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FF B hands off the saw to FF A to make the first set of cuts.
FF A
1. Upper horizontal cut- mid way across
2. Vertical cut- 6’ down
3. Hand the saw off to FF B
Safety: Any time you are not actually cutting, the blade should be stopped from spinning.
4. Get into a position to begin pulling the roof boards.
FF B
1. Finish the upper horizontal cut
2. Begin the vertical cut. IF FF C IS IN PLACE ON THE LADDER BELOW YOU, WHEN YOU REACH
THEM STOP THE BLADE AND HAND THE SAW OFF TO THEM TO COMPLETE THE CUT. IF THEY ARE
NOT IN PLACE, CONTINUE TO FINISH THE CUTTING.
3. Stop the blade and secure the saw or hand the saw off to FF C.
4. Get into a position to pull the roof boards.
FF C
1. Take the saw from FF B and finish the vertical cut
2. Pull the boards to create a vent opening.
3. Punch out the ceiling below with a pike pole to allow the heated smoke and gases out.
With plywood roof boards a lower horizontal cut will need to be made to create the vent opening. FF A
will start that portion after the vertical cut has been made. FF B or FF C will complete it on their side.
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HELICOPTERING
Roof operations on a peaked roof can be a prolonged event after the initial ventilation hole is opened.
Burnt sections of roofing may need to be removed by the crew working or if there is a change in fire
conditions and exit from the other side of the roof is needed. With that, changing sides of the roof with
the roof ladders may be needed. If changing sides with ladders not equipped with a double set of hooks,
the ladder will need to be rotated 180 degrees to enable the hooks to be in position over the ridge. The
maneuver to do this is called “helicoptering.”
•

The firefighter takes a position straddling the ridge and facing the ladder. A thorough inspection
of the area for overhead obstructions as well as chimney location, TV antennas, tree branches,
and other firefighters needs to be done.

•

The firefighter grasps the rungs and lifts the roof ladder, allowing the beams to ride the roof to
the ridge to a balance point on the ridge. At this point the ladder should be in front of the
firefighter with half of the ladder on each side of the ridge.
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•

Grasping the center rungs of the ladder, the firefighter lifts the ladder and presses it overhead.

SAFETY: WATCH THE BUTT AND THE HOOKS TO BE SURE YOU ARE CLEAR OF OBSTRUCTIONS.
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•
•

The firefighter then rotates the ladder 180 degrees. To prevent the firefighter’s hands from
being crossed, alternate hand positions as the ladder rotates.
Set the ladder down to the ridge on one beam.
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•

With the ladder on the ridge, switch hand placement and place the ladder back on both beams.

The hooks should be placed in a way to engage the ridge for the last step.
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•

Lower the ladder down the other side controlling the ladder’s descent by grasping the rungs
until the hooks engage the ridge.

Safety: Be sure the area around is clear of obstructions. Maintain control of the ladder and your
balance throughout the maneuver.
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SKOOTCHING
Changing positions on a peaked roof does not always involve changing sides. Sometimes all that is
needed is to move a few feet in either direction with the roof ladder. “Skootching” is the technique used
to move yourself and the roof ladder down the ridge of the roof. The firefighter should always be
positioned to be skootching forward on the ridge.
Getting onto the ridge of the roof is similar to transferring from the ground ladder onto the roof ladder.
Hand-Foot-Foot-Hand.
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•

The firefighter takes a position straddling the ridge. A thorough inspection of the area for
overhead obstructions as well as chimney location, TV antennas, tree branches, and other
firefighters needs to be done.
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•

The firefighter grasps the rungs, lifts the roof ladder from the ridge, and slides it up, allowing the
beams to ride the roof to a balance point on the ridge. At this point the ladder should be in front
of the firefighter on both beams and with half of the ladder on each side of the ridge.
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•

The firefighter now lifts the ladder off of the ridge, enough to clear the ridge and move it
forward a foot or so.

•

At this point the firefighter will skootch towards the ladder by leaning slightly forward
towards the ladder and then bringing their hips and legs forward to the ladder.
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•

This movement is repeated until the firefighter reaches the location for redeployment of the
ladder.
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•

The ladder should be on both beams and the hooks in a position to engage the ridge. The
firefighter now lowers the ladder down the roof, controlling the descent with the rungs.

Safety: Balance is important. Use slow, deliberate movements. Always remain aware of obstructions.

